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DATASHEET

NEGO

COST DOWN, FASTER, MORE 
EFFICIENTLY AND MORE OFTEN

> MADE BY SOURCERS FOR SOURCERS

> USE YOUR CURRENT NEGO SPREADSHEET

> INTEGRATION IS FAST AND SIMPLE

+2000
parts 
nego-
tiated 

With Buymanager NEGO we manage to set up 

our sustain cost reduction process. With the 

irst bid we manage to renegotiate 2000 parts 

toward 200 suppliers.”

Yann PSUJA | Seprolec | Purchasing Manager

LOST SAVINGS

ONCE A YEAR COST DOWN PLAN

MARKET PRICE

Q4Q1 Q2 Q3

SAVINGS

ONCE A QUARTER COST DOWN PLAN

MARKET PRICE
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DATASHEET

BUYMANAGER NEGO, 
A QUALIFIED SOURCING PROCESS

YOUR CONCERN

PURCHASING FORECAST

Purchasing forecast are 
the kick-of for every cost 
down plan. Getting reliable 
forecast is obviously for 
both the negotiation 
eiciency and the credibility 
of the sourcer against the 
suppliers.   

A TEDIOUS PROCESS

Organize the forecast, 
a large spreadsheet, 
consolidate the quantities, 
prepare and send the RFQs 
to the suppliers, get the 
quotations back, negotiate, 
assign, award and enter all 
the data into the ERP. A 
time consuming, slow and 
not reliable process.

COST DOWN MORE OFTEN

Market price use to change 
all the time, mostly lowering. 
So, negotiation more often 
is a key stake to cost down. 
Nevertheless, considering 
the data manipulation 
hassle of this process, most 
do negotiate once a year. 

NEGO

Upload
forecast

Send
RFQ

Record
Quote

Negotiate
1 2 3 4 5

Award

The NEGO has been designed to allow a simple and autonomous implementation, 
requiring no integration into the company information system. Le process starts from 
the existing purchasing forecast spreadsheet, used to populates the database. From that 
point, negotiation can be run smoothly up to the export of award iles that can be loaded 
into the ERP. 

Purchasing performance
The NEGO module is an additional negotiating lever 

age for sourcers through its interface with all relevant 

data, alerts and indicators; representing a solid 

database to start negotiations.”

Catherine FLOURIOT | Eolane | Purchasing Director
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DATASHEET

FUNCTION SCOPE

FEATURES BENEFITS

FORECAST UPLOAD ET PREPARATION

Upload wizard Wizard to upload purchasing forecast from any excel type 

Consistent suppliers & manu-
facturers

Standardize the multiple spelling in the name of suppliers and manufacturers

Create the database Create parts, multiple sources, supplier and manufacturers which will be reused for future cost down plan 

Multiple-site, Multiple-ERP Support multiple site forecast, multiple ERP, with quantity consolidation based upon MPN

Reference prices Support up to 3 reference prices with MOQ, MPQ, leadtime, cancel period, rescheduling period

Target price Target price can be deined at the beginning, as well as updated all along the negotiation process

Classification Part classiication based on purchasing turnover for an easy focus on major stakes.

RFQ AND QUOTATION 

Supplier selection
Select the suppliers based on the distributors linecard, your purchasing strategy as well as the current sup-
plier of each component.

Send RFQ Send emails with an RFQ template spreadsheet generated speciically for each supplier 

Customizable RFQ template User friendly interface to adjust the RFQ, up to 220 ields available to meet any speciic case

Quotation follow-up Summary of quoted, non-quoted or no bid parts for every supplier

Supplier reminding Automatic reminding by email, with the detail of all the parts not quoted

Quote comparison Interface to compare successive bid of a supplier

NEGOTIATION

Manufacturer summary BOM costing can be made for any quantity, without limitation

Negotiation interface Price selection can be restricted according on customer AML or open to any other alternate source

Negotiation KPI
Multiple product quantity can be consolidated into one single costing. Common components quantity will 

be consolidated  

Savings calculation Price can be entered manually for user evaluation

Competition position Price selected automatically can be changed manually

Dashboard A dashboard allow to follow-up negotiation progress together will savings achievement

ASSIGNMENT AND AWARD

Savings analysis
Summarize the savings for all the parts with associated data (MOQ, MPQ, Lead-time, cancel window, resche-
dule window)

Lot assignment Allow part lot assignment to meet priority requirement. Lot assignment tracking

Re-negotiation Request for re-negotiation for a selection of part if achievements are not satisfying

Turnover by supplier and by 
manufacturer

Summary of turnover assignment to both manufacturer and suppliers 

Assignment approval Proceed approval by manufacturer and by supplier

Award report Automated distribution of the award report to the diferent suppliers

Report to sites Customizable spreadsheet report to allow ERP update based on the negotiation results  

NEGO


